TRIPLE YOUR VALUE!
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FLEXLINK 
X65
TRIPLE YOUR VALUE
By innovation
› Unique design.
› Double strength compared to present standards.
› Based on more than 30 years’ experience.
By Cost of Ownership
› Increased service life and less maintenance.
› High quality down to the last detail and simplified assembly.
By sustainability
› Less power consumption and reduced noise levels.
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TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP

Less is more

The X65 conveyor enables a Total Cost of Ownership well below that of today’s
conveyors—setting new standards in strength, speed, cost of installation and
maintenance, and energy consumption.
During development, the main focus has been on reducing the total cost of ownership,
from the engineering and ramp-up to the end of the investment, ensuring a trouble-free
operation.

A solution based on X65
offers less cost per produced
unit.
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INVESTMENT VS COST

COST

Power consumption refers to the power
consumption of the solution over the life
cycle expressed.
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The initial investment in a solution from FlexLink is normally higher than the alternatives, but offers considerably
lower costs for the installation during its operational life, as shown in this example.

Compared to current standards, results of the X65 speak for themselves:
Double the strength
› Patented chain design allows high capacity, longer service life and lower number of
drive units and interfaces such as transfers.
Double the speed
› Increased throughput and reduced cost per produced unit.
Increased line uptime
› Twice the service life and MTBF due the unique chain design, slide rails, bends and
chain guides.
Lower energy consumption
› Reduced system friction due to unique and exact design of all sliding surfaces.
› Latest drive technology with high efficiency drive units as standard. IE4 class unit
optional.
Less investment per installation
› Stronger and refined design results in fewer conveyors per given layout, meaning
fewer drive units and transfers, leading to up to 20% lower investment.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Noise level and power consumption
reduced by 2/3
FlexLink is committed to sustainability at every level of our business
life. The X65 platform is the latest chapter in our mission to reduce
the potentially negative impact of our products and offerings on the
environment.

REDUCE

REUSE
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RECYCLE

Reduce
› Lower energy consumption and carbon footprint; X65 is optimized for low friction and
equipped with high efficiency drive technology.
› X65 is extremely quiet and offers up to 80% lower measured noise levels than present
standards.
› Lower system losses; innovative design offering high OEE and minimizing unplanned
stops.
› FlexLink has long experience providing layouts with a small footprint. The X65 system
takes that further with even fewer conveyors needed.
Reuse
› The X65 platform enables easy reconfiguration as your product or processes change.
Recycle
› FlexLink uses materials that are easily recyclable as new products or high grade energy.
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The X65 is designed to generate as little noise as possible and in typical applications noise levels are the same
as in an office environment. In addition, X65 is capable of speeds up to 120 m/min.
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INNOVATION

Unique in detail to deliver value
While the X65 conveyor was being developed it was essential to involve
leading end-users and OEMs. Naturally the resulting platform delivers real
value to customers today—but it equally addresses the requirements of
tomorrow.
The innovative design of the X65 conveyor introduces new standards when
it comes to speed, noise, easy assembly and minimized maintenance
needs. For applications where single piece flow principles are used, the
X65 pallet system stands out with its unique functions and design.
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High efficiency single piece flow
When accurate control of the products in process is needed, the X65 pallets and
handling functions offer high quality production at a low cost. The system is prepared
for the integration of process control systems, such as track & trace and MES
functionality. The design is based on 30 years’ experience, and a high degree
of standardization makes the system easy to engineer, install and maintain.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES – X65

Different conveyor chain types
The X65 platform is based on a plastic chain that allows space saving three-dimensional layouts.
Different chain types and several special purpose chain links are available to handle all kinds of
products and applications.

Technical characteristics
Beam width

65 mm

Product weight horizontal transport up to

10 kg

Product weight vertical transport up to
Weight on conveyor up to
Pallet size (WxL)

2 kg
150 kg
100x128 mm

Maximum load on pallet
Pallet weight
Locating accuracy

3 kg
0,22 kg
± 0,1 mm

Standardized for increased efficiency
Ready to order functions for easy installation
and engineering,—ensuring shorter project lead time.
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Order online and
engineering tools
A number of tools to
simplify the engineering
process are available,
for example 3D CAD
blocks and a conveyor
design tool. It is easy to
order components and
modules online.

A quick return on investment is important. But
isn’t it even more essential to evaluate the total
cost of ownership over the equipment’s entire
service life?

WITH OUR X65 INSTALLATION,
WE’RE INVESTING FOR THE FUTURE.
ARE YOU?
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LOOKING FOR HIGHER EFFICIENCY?
FlexLink supplies production logistics worldwide – material and information flow solutions
for assembly and manufacturing industries. With a global network of local offices and
partners in more than 60 countries, you’re never more than a handshake away.
Or a click:

www.flexlink.com
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